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Career Tip: Be Flexible In The Face Of Attacks Career Tip: Be Flexible In The Face Of Attacks 
And Maintain Your RelationshipsAnd Maintain Your Relationships

As 2021 is the year of the ox, your birth sign coincides with the

Tai Sui of the year, making it an unlucky year for you already. Add a

plethora of ill-omened stars to the mix and a lack of lucky ones and

you’ll  get a year full  of  obstacles and troubles.  Be cautious with

everything you do and stay vigilant for safety’s sake. The “Yellow

Funeral  Flag”  star  is  in  your  chart  this  year,  signifying  multiple

conflicting situations in your work life, with many actively trying to

bring  you  down.  You’re  advised  to  deal  with  such  people  in  a

flexible, roundabout way instead of directly attacking back, as that

will  only  lead  to  even more  issues  in  the  future.  You must  also

watch out for backstabbers in your workplace. 

The unlucky “Decorative Top” star is also in your life cycle this

year, meaning that you may have trouble in your relationships this

year  and  get  very  little  help  from  others.  Try  to  hone  your

communication skills and keep what relationships you already have.

Those born in the year of the rooster and, to a lesser degree, those

born  in  the  year  of  the  rat  are  your  good-luck  charms  when  it

comes to your career. Collaborations with such people are likely to

lead to success in your work life.  Careers involving the elements

water and metal will be the most beneficial to you.

Finance Tip: Don’t Overspend, Cherish What Finance Tip: Don’t Overspend, Cherish What 
You Already HaveYou Already Have

Your fortune this year concerning your finances isn’t looking

too good. Be very careful with your money and try to only spend on

necessities,  or  else  you  may  find  yourself  in  financial  trouble.

Earnings from your regular sources won’t be very impressive, and

earnings from other side sources can be very unreliable as well.

Keep in mind to cherish what you already have and don’t try any

risky ventures out of greed. Many unexpected situations may arise

this year, requiring you to spend a lot more than you planned to, so

definitely be prepared in advance.

Health Tip: Take Care Of Personal Hygiene And Health Tip: Take Care Of Personal Hygiene And 
Stay Away From Sharp ObjectsStay Away From Sharp Objects

Your health fortune isn’t quite good this year. Take special care

of  your  personal  hygiene  to  avoid  getting  sick.  As  the  unlucky

“Sword’s Edge” star is in your life cycle this year, watch out for sharp
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objects  and  don’t  get  into  any  conflicts  unless  you  want  to  get

stabbed. Your heart  and digestive organs are especially  prone to

illnesses this year, so be very careful and see a doctor when the

situation calls for it. During summer nights,

be cautious when driving and refrain from

speeding.

Relationship Tip: Don’t ExpectRelationship Tip: Don’t Expect
Developments. Ignore ExistingDevelopments. Ignore Existing
MisconceptionsMisconceptions

You  may  find  yourself  becoming  more

stubborn  this  year,  which  will  affect  your

interpersonal  relationships.  Try  to  improve

on that aspect, or you may end up all alone.

Your  love  life  doesn’t  seem too  bright  this

year.  If  currently  single,  it  will  be  hard  for

sparks to fly, and if currently in a relationship, you must ignore the

misconceptions you may have and be more forgiving, or breaking

up may be inevitable.

Ox: Auspicious Ox And RodentsOx: Auspicious Ox And Rodents
The ox and the rat together are one of the six combinations in

the Chinese horoscope that are especially lucky and can cancel out

bad  fortune.  This  ornament  features  a  robust  ox  resting  on  the

ground while a mouse and a squirrel play on the tree next to it. The

three, together, form an auspicious scene.

Those born in the year of the ox has a birth sign

that coincides with the Tai Sui of the year, and

you can therefore expect a less fortunate year

in which there may be financial troubles and

other  mishaps.  Stay  vigilant  and  don’t  let

greed  get  the  better  of  you.  Place  this

“Auspicious Ox and Rodents” ornament in

the north of your quarters, and it will bring

you a year of good fortune.
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